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Angela Counter 
mycorrhizal leadership 

 

be microscopic 

live underground 

a mesh of threads  

measuring miles 

under normal conditions be unseen 

 

be a conduit 

a balanced means 

coalesce toward  

the common 

be otherwise acquiescent 

 

be broadspread 

increase uptake 

assurance in  

harsh surroundings 

in threat of toxics be sentinel 

 

be contented  

symbiotic 

subsist on scraps  

around the roots 

rarely bear your singular fruit 
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corvid 

 

all over the block 

to beckon the flock 

crows cackle and caw 

and wait out the clock 

 

jawing and flapping  

beaks snapping claws tapping  

they cackle, they cackle 

they cackle and caw 

 

black mawfulls of mock 

that summon black thoughts 

in caw, cackle, call back 

talk of picking the locks 

 

with their knack for a trick 

they all know we’re sick 

so cackle, they cackle 

they cackle and caw 
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Claire Lacey 
"When will you go back to work?" 

 

pain like i can't read poetry anymore 

or look at art 

unless it's by Francis Bacon 

everything else is milky, unreasonable 

pain like you say stop  

you say hush now 

pain like oyster catcher etch-a-sketch 

i see an elephant 

or is it an ox washing away 

pain like you say when 

can we have sex again 

pain like put it in all lower k's 

just like scars on th seehors 

already did 

pain like you get tired of  

so you play telephone with my boss 

 

pain like how dare you  

draw cubes with me inside 

pain like curtains 

like popes 

wasted and translucent 

my pyjamas slip off if i move  

like when i fall in the bathroom 

 i lie stuck between toilet and sink for three hours 

dissolving in turpentine 

 

 

pain like i commit 

to this dose of tramadol 

and move the clock forward  

like that? 

and forward 

like this. 
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Frances Boyle 
Spoiler 

 

The name suggests too much, counters  

the funnel I see, a corridor where orange 

 

balances green, a yellow doorway, cream 

walls. But a verdant heart billows, pours 

 

into an hourglass’s narrow neck. A pulse, 

a push. The gentle power of gravity 

 

in spill of orange, even-streaked, flowing 

glad away from the scold of yellow. Flake 

 

of gold leaf pressed to a cavity, stopping 

a mouth. The cream seems neutral, wishy- 

 

washy next to the primary brightness 

of the colours adjacent, the door’s tequila 

 

sunrise. The blocks’ edges blur,  

the orange just slightly off-straight,  

 

the green wildly wowed on its left side, 

more pentagon than trapezoid. Not one  

 

corner comes to a point, all are blunted. 

Eye’s reversal: the off-kilter yellow core   

 

seems to bulge, no longer tunneling in, 

but pulsing outward. Realigning yet again, 

 

I’m brought back to the title’s anxious  

pinch, the soft fabric cinched, a girdling.  

 

Note: poem is a response to Jack Bush’s painting Tight Sash 
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catch the drift 
 

the apple tree, thrift of snow- 

like blossoms     dimple of drift 

sealing wax and kings    young girl didn’t fall 

she was pushed     the blame dance  

dance of distance 
 

stories of resistance  dissidents 

put in asylums  called crazy for speaking 
 

the octopus grip of the law 

opinions 

oscillate       dancing fan, 

the tank that rolls through the street 

fear 

they want to instill      umbrella  

beneath which you shelter things as they are 

—distance 

—dance 

how can you still stay indifferent? holy jimmy-jack-joe 

dad would say 
 

pout his mouth so we’d know 

he was mocking something      whoo 

yes      he could lambast  and mom 

on her knees scraping old wax  

a task I undertook 
 

for novelty one pre-teen summer 

rid of dirt and grease and grime 
 

just a minute  your whole house 

everything 

that’s in it 

get a grip    grunt of exertion 

hangman 

holds up a stretch of rope  

we hang or fall on my whiteness or your 

lack 

thereof 

mischief done, the face of fear, nest of death 
 

wailing    the streets          
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Detroit in 67    we didn’t know 

what the rioting was about. 

black day in July and the heat rises 

pressure beyond endurance  

boiling pot of rage 

 

blank look on 

 

that face    why must you go 

ahead?    the ___ presence 

dramatic sighs as if the rascal 

was reeling    mischief mends indifference 

 

grease and grime in just 

a minute    clean your whole house   now 

 

catch the drift of apple blossoms 

grip 

kitchen lamp lightly., 

opinions oscillate     diverge among equal small spells 

breathless 

yarn seals trouble beyond  endurance 

to eke out a question that hangs      man 

holy 

hell 

the tanks could soon flood our streets with violins 
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Abbey   

 

Life in abeyance, you kneel 

in obeisance to the muse, take 

an oblong route, try to observe 

the calling voice, the memories. Road 

sounds doppler back and through them, 

a ricochet, spring-loaded. Above the trees’ 

crowns, the crows. Their renown among birds, 

the crenelated hollows they rest in, they nest in. 

 

Take a holistic view as the cassocked marksman  

lines up his shots. Not the black birds but black 

and white ones, he says they destroy corn, kill 

kittens. Their tail-flash of teal: target.  

 

Rise up like the birds, like a balloon on its tether, 

watch for the weather-change, the crisped wind, 

the crinkle of poplar leaves, branches 

striated as clouds pile up. Like the birds’  

leaving, syncopated not synchronized.  

 

Tufts of crab grass wave, clover 

pink and white dots the lawn, morning’s 

abrupt rain still on the blades  

like splintered glass. The birdsong  

arresting, you abstain from abstraction.  

 

In the wind-break 

a soft shape of feathers, or fur.  
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IAN MARTIN 
LET YOUR BODY RAGDOLL 

 

let your sack-o-potatoes 

body fly through the room 

 

let it float in the pool face 

down pretending to drown 

 

let it be crashed into by 

a big wave at the beach 

 

let it absorb momentum 

and spring into the air 

 

let it polygons collapse 

and pierce themselves 

 

let it wrap around a pole 

watch its bones flicker out 

 

let it reform and heal 

just to crumple it again 
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I WAS BORN A PREDATOR 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

with a limited vocabulary 

you recorded my moves 

 

reverse engineered my venom 

found its chemical origins / its 

 

histories splayed in contusions 

the paths of violence enacted 

 

my programming is a fact fed 

to you through a black box 

 

 

you fantasize of a cold night 

lab dark / smash my tube 

 

containment fluid spewing 

from jagged holes you drilled 

 

overpowered by grim biology 

a black-and-white cutscene 

 

to justify your inheritance 

you’re bound by / no choice 

 

 

YOU MUST HAVE YOUR REVENGE 
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THE PRINCESS TRAVELS TO ANOTHER CASTLE 

 

to stand out at an inconvenient angle 

too large, fat like a spike, blocking 

other players from the ending 

 

to rejig yourself for consumption 

to be tired of being a spike, shooting 

out at whoever triggers the pressure plate 

 

to ride the bus like a real person 

to fill the seat and not take it up 

as a trap or obstacle or setpiece 

 

to be a mob who deviates 

to stand out to the eagle-eyed 

a percentaged blip in stagnant code 

 

to ride the bus like a protagonist 

to act as though controlled, for 

a purpose, to completion 
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THE GARDENER 

 

he looks like a rhododendron 

he poisons the trees when 

he thinks I’m not looking 

i cut him a cheque each week 
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Jay Heins 
 

 

this is water 
after David Foster Wallace 

 

I brood beside the sunny beach  

while a sea gull struts  

within reach, begging  

for a crumb. 

 

Eyeball cocked. Awkward  

step. Two spindles, pale. Gauzy  

webbed toes. A stumble on a twig.  

 

Three geese, over there, don’t care,  

enjoy the day, waddle into water, then— 

 

seabird physiology is revealed.  

 

How hindlimbs lie close, so flat against body. 

How one ankle flex sets her to sail, the other a rudder,  

shoring her glide as if to rise on currents of warm air.  
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Jay Miller 
Tulips and Wildcorn  

To Patrycja 

The clouds were oranging ever so purply 

and the moonlight turning the cityscape 

from black to white as our colourless eyes 

watched the sunset like watching time freeze, 

because it didn't feel like there was really much going on 

or I had known for months we were falling in love. 

Then, as always, the years seemed to have softened 

your voice, all the admiration of youth growing 

as we grew older, for all their tact and all their love, 

we had front row seats to the world stage, 

visions with borage, hyssop and golddust. 

My word, my heavens, you can still feel it now, 

stunned by silhouettes cast by hurricane lamps 

ringing in the ears always interrupted by the hiccup 

of pianokey or clocktower chime every now and then, 

sounds reaching us like the echoes of shooting stars. 

When was the last time you found a friend? 

Oh, these electric streams of blood where neurons thrive! 

Throwing off my sense of smell as I forget my bohemian soul. 
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Julia Williams 
The Riskiest Surfaces and How to Clean Them 
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Kevin McPherson Eckhoff 
PREDICTING  

 

These devices make shit easily known. 

Soot is what? Withered old-time cosplay 

is ablest? Mothers date pros 

 

from science? Tongues lap sickened 

sorghum inevitably? Who isn’t aware  

that men rearranged these shorts?  

 * 

But me, I licked a bit of fascist peace, 

mixed with swallowing. I don’t scuttle 

unless I have to. Long mistakes torpedo 

 

forgiveness, elicit two thermal reactors. 

Ballet anthems have their pacing 

and emphasis. I bare toothy, bemused 

 

toes, polished. Perform fibroma which 

the editor has taken. Always install the messiness, 

boring. Within 

 

the seams, we—impossible—aim shots at ghosties, 

out of focus. Any actor tumbling down  

enacts purloined individuality, paranoid. Parkour the city’s unearthliness. 

 

 

 

Spelunk girly, cutthroat keepsakes. Looking at induction, 

three cameras whiten sheets. Speak  

distasteful, like he’s speaking to pus.  

 

That’s non-professional and lonely. Callbacks 

totally overthrow the fakers, 

sorry. What  

 

wholesome snot. We were watching filmmakers 

even when the broths lure 
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hot, throats strain, combing. Tow the camera 

 

and the audience, agnostic. Upshot? An urban 

mainframe. Predictability? Sure. The new 

flowchart was really ghosting opalescent.  

 * 

It’s fun to reenact. Satellites may be gutless 

in dozing, looping outtakes. 

Unclever, scuttling supercomputers 

 

bathe audiences inside lullabied inductors. A loitering, 

slow edit, a space where tractors 

die. Redistributors, bandits dine 

 

carefully, comfortable together and feeling some 

illness. A man winces, sits bewitched. Butchers pose, 

ungrateful heroes itch. Portable 

 

lamps washed compounds, thanked meat onto Thorazine. Flourishing 

rollercoasters intuit pallbearers with a beggar. Driftwood mislabels 

and inputs anthems into a bowel, sand covers the 

 

forest. Later, forests mother surgeons.  
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EEL AROUND THE FOUNTAIN 

 

I, the sparkling sloth, 

initiate the stranger’s 

rafter. School 

before schism, practice. 

He kissed chard. 

 

Slips to lisps, 

harp teeth tore sheep teeth. 

Ass ritual. 

 

Yay from the gong. 

I wouldn’t watch 

fearsome acrostics clothe sloths. 

Honest practice. 

 

The note: 

I’d shit at the top of the bleachers, 

trying to stink into their wood, 

watching pee glands glistening towards a joke. 

*  

I shave dreams of water.  

I shave dreams of fire. 

I dream of bloomed 

ham. All of these things 

 

infer I, ever marrowy. 
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THERE IS A PLIGHT THAT NEVER GOES POUT 

 

I waited in the shadows of myopically stupid houses, 

the stag rolled up wearing the glowing, black waterspout 

growing soft. Then it sopped and spurred 

darkly. Green pain likes a deep favor 

like shards, sour, enchantedly catching in my throat. 

 

A hyacinth of this blond woop, the red butt of his cat.  

Smokers flout the window. Sing  

this name foxlike: Ashton. Words reflect flight in a dark room. 

I’m the word swallower. 

 

And fathers gracelessly licked my shoes.  
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Kirby 
The Business of Giving Your Heart 

 

if I sound "overly gracious" these days 

if I trip over myself in needless apology 

if I fall into presentational all too readily 

if I smoke a little weed take an edible to 

if I insist on wearing a t-shirt during sex 

if I remember your face but forget your name 

if I unexpectedly blurt what I mean 

if I’m not my usual bubbly self 

if I cease to point out cute boys all around me 

if it’s nowheres near my naptime (4pm) 

if she's into the well liquor no single malt 

if she picks up a package of beyond meat or 

peanut butter fudge smoothies by mistake 

(never peanut butter fudge. Fudge. ) point her 

to the meadow she’s done 
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Nicholas Beren 
Filthy Believers Club 

 

1. 

 

Normal size apples in a pine box  

 

Nature cumming in its hands  

 

Leaving goo on its hands touching its underwear  

 

Best laid plans  

 

Normal size cumming in an apple size box  

 

Underwear and nature  

 

Washing the goo off of hands before dinner 
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2. 

 

I undertook to do as little  

as I could, a shiver broke  

 

through my shoudlers sh-sh- 

aking the water bay was cool 

 

his toes touched lightly  

through the water and  

 

back down my shit again so  

wet and shaking after school 
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3. 

 

One piano key 

in the lapel 

 

one salthick 

keystrum 

 

stroke the 

ever sickened 

 

wet hair  

pulled back 

 

farther  

but also further 
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4. 

 

The cantor, aflame 

lands on cool shores 

an airpulse error 

then lies on cool shores 

the cantor aflame 

my flame no matter 

the air pulses cool 

but otherwise, yes 

I’m sure you’re sure 
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5. 

 

One year of fake alcoholism 

a sort of species in air 

white palms, a good clavicle 

 

a poem called mantras 

made up of mantras 

 

textured smudge 

air touching windows 

one year of fake alcoholisms 
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6. 

 

But sir, what do you  

 bleed for? 

 

 What do you bleed on? 

What do you bleed in? 

 

 Not enough headroom 

 

Cupped blood gets bloody 

 

Operational Amplifier 

 or optional, whichever 

 

 Something about sedatives 

Two bloods one 

 

I don’t think he can hear us 

 

Sir? Sir? 

 

       [some light jostling] 

 

 What are you bleeding for?  

 

 [jostles again but stronger] 
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Nikki Papp 
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Pearl Pirie 
in the park’s verges 

 

dark evening grass proves it. 

as fog on a grape is rubbed away 

you are shiny now. once, none of you  

 

had skin-brushed gloss. you are a cosmos. 

you are bright as my insides,  

as this swallowed sun of my entrails. 

 

dim spots are cloth and missed spots   

that need my lips. where I have touched glows.  

closed-toe sandals make nipples of your toenails,  

 

under the slats of leather, the little piggies wink. 

they have the density of fireflies between blinks. 

rays shoot out as you reach inside your shirt  

 

to scratch the many suns of your chest.  

will our ribs find they can intermesh like fingers 

in a bit of scrub and cedar verge? 

 

I could show my glow but inching past your body,   

pointing to Helleborine, I cloud you.   

your back arches a stretch, flashes your waist 

 

flashlight handprints where my palms lingered  

one beat, two beats, tens of beats.   

our feet are less light, less lit than faces. 

 

mistaking a trashed straw for a hope of  

a Hairy Pinesap, we’re off the gravel path.  

against the poplar's smooth bark your light is cast. 

 

these trees so young none believe their smooth bark  

will brindle, find its cantaloupe rind. none believe  

they will be enclosed in ropes, lumbered off 
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when the expansion into home comes close.  

bark on bark on bark and our footfalls press. 

closer is pine and is pine and is pine-needles’ red 

 

a softening sound. there is the hollow pit as you swat  

a bug from your back, a nervous grooming. 

under your shoulder blade is a shallow cave. 

 

a moonlit fox heavy with almost birth might  

leave the mole hunt. she waits. mistakes you  

for a safe culvert. the hunting is rich.  

 

the hidden soft and firmer where my arms  

have trailed off, hugs slipping down  

like your shirt might. it surprises, the leaning.  

 

the thin musk of your pores, your neck,  

the bristles my cheek knows briefly. the dark  

of your expression, an uncertain withdrawal, 

 

the puzzle of your humidity that aches light. 

I feel the strain in my back. will you put more good  

in goodbye when you next step backwards?  
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the saplings are yellow as footlights in the forest 

 

how to deny the season 

when stoking a wood fire.   

the foot is forgetting sandals 

while, beside the thumbs, 

paddle-callouses thin. 

 

father’s birthday is a week past. 

a gaze at the calendar  

lowers without a word.  

then I should say: clouds moved  

across the sun smoothing away  

any harsh shadows, then night  

swallowed evening’s curves. 

 

but that would be too tidy 

and outside, drizzle and sun 

collects in the shallow scoop 

of the garden shovel again. 

time to go out, rinse and dry 

care for mood as I would my tool.  
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neighbours 

 

the flyer is a tumbleweed of waste, excess  

inequity and greed, to catch against our brick needs. 

 

a neighbour screams, pottery against their wall.  

Syria has scuds, Brazil, arsonists. my aunt  

 

has lost her husband, my cousins, their dad. 

the wind and rain get down my collar. 

 

rain brings encouragement to mycelium 

and aches to my stubbed broken toe.  

 

Albrecht Dürer’s Linden Tree lifts— 

huh, this painting has always had sound. 

 

with a thundercloud of juvenile grackles  

dispersed, the tree looks, impossibly, the same. 

 

we fear we, too, are unchanged  

despite the goosebumps, the vows, the quiet. 
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ryan fitzpatrick 
Well, Okay  

 

Here, I feel the pressure  

to open myself up  

to the economy too.  

 

Is it going too far  

to lament the state of  

the reopened meat-packing plant  

of my heart?  

 

Welcome to the 

bailout money  

of the soul.  

 

Workers playing  

"Don’t Fear the Reaper" off the porch  

like in the opening of The Stand.  

 

What light am I  

bringing into myself again?  

 

A joke about too much  

screen time here maybe?  

 

But really, I think the potlights  

in my apartment are making me  

dissociate a little.  

 

I feel like a brain in a jar  

if I’m more jar than brain.  

 

Hasn’t time become  

little more than one  

of our corniest punchlines?  

 

Wait, it’s Tuesday??  

I text back.  
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If time dilates into open spaces,  

where will my routine pool up  

to stage a relaunch strategy? 

 

If Kenney uses the buffalo herd  

as a metaphor to justify reopening,  

nevermind that we decimated  

the buffalo in the 19th century,  

where should we huddle  

to resist the virus’ stormcloud?  

 

The most successful civilizations  

have always been the most able  

to apply a force that dissolves  

other civilizations to extract  

and incorporate the parts of those  

civilizations into the open-faced  

machinery of modernist capitalism  

to provide new sources of profit.  

 

And while we’re huddled together,  

why not stimulate our animal spirits  

in the service of a productive power,  

intrinsically a collective one stabilized  

over a wide geography with a time  

that widens out panoramically  

into the dreams we surplus.  

 

(That “animal spirits”  

comes from Marx’s chapter  

on cooperation).  

 

What life is worth living if I can’t  

touch you? is not a question that  

is being seriously asked by anyone  

because most people believe  

that touch is essential to life, I guess?  
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And they’re not wrong,  

because we’re always in contact  

with something.  

 

Right now,  

I’m touching this chair,  

this desk, and this keyboard.  

 

The light from this screen  

caresses my retina  

as the oxygen in the room  

passes in through my alveoli.  

 

But is this what people mean  

when they worry about touch?  

 

If only these hard demands for touch  

meant we were finally ready  

to understand the fact that  

we’re already constantly touching  

through cycles of violent co-productivity.  

 

Instead, our shared discourse  

is dominated by a sincere wish  

for things to go back to normal,  

even though normal fucking sucks.  

 

I’m sitting here  

eating a mid-afternoon orange  

as a method of  

fending off the imaginary.  

 

But what,  

in the gaping maw of in- 

group cringe,  

should I admit  

to keep from being  

swallowed?  
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Like that verse in "Tequila Sunrise,"  

there’s a whole apparatus in there  

caught between comin' on  

and the hollowness of friendship.  

 

Is this why The Eagles  

are somehow the world’s most hated  

and most underrated band?  

 

What will happen when I admit  

that I kind of like The Eagles?  

 

How does that Ginsberg poem go:  

I’m an old man now,  

and a lonesome man in Toronto,  

but I’m afraid  

to speak my lonesomeness  

on my walk,  

because it’s only my  

lonesomeness.  

 

(I’m only two years older than  

Ginsberg when he wrote that.) 
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rob mclennan 
Four poems for the Ottawa River 

 

1. 

I live in a city we create with our talk. The transparency 

of our gathering. Meniscus: a poem, bound 

 

by the ends. 

 

2. 

I live in a city. The water, fractured. Runnels weaken 

fresh montage of sandbags, stone berm. This work- 

 

in-progress. A mutilation  

 

of language, sweat. What abnormal waves 

curl; consume neighbourhoods, streets. Further 

 

record-setting rain. Constellation 

 

of tree-root, porch light,  abandoned cars. A starry 

misfire. Two metres high 

 

and surge. 

 

3. 

Evacuate, tone. Constance Bay, Clarence-Rockland,  

Dunrobin, Britannia Bay. 

 

Rigaud, Quebec. When the course  

finds its level, it is never 

 

commensurate. A line stretched by gravity, the curve 

of the earth. Rivers, they rise, and 

 

afresh. 
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4. 

This seasonal distance. Rebuild, relocate: decide. 

This talk, durational. This body, 

 

an excess of runoff. Send in an army  

of volunteers, cast-mates, sports. 

 

Sky overcast, the mist orchards, 

 

divides. Shadows carried by wind. 

 

I live in a city, produced  

out of listening, climate, silence. In slowness, 

 

one gathers. 
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Simon Brown 
WEE / WE / WHEE  

 

I’m a child of child’s mind. I’m a stick, I’m a rock. A solid thing, sort of. Only letting loose 

within. A mammal among mammals. Among sandwiches, crustless. I can hear, but I’m 

not listening. Turn it down! Blessed are the, um, meek. Words aplenty, specific, and 

without end. Please, just make like I’m not here. No book too quiet. I’m the last kleenex, 

I’m all out. 

 

I’m a child of child’s mind. Lost intuition, musty cushions. Lips pursed, no pages left. 

Sweaty, um, hands. This way out. Outwardly speaking, I guess. I’m the worst condiment, 

a world of worry. Oh hi, nothing new down here. What’s that? Looming language, light 

weight to lose. Between the ears. Who says? A narrow path. Wait, I’m a brittle stick. For 

real, no head to fill. 

 

I’m a child of child’s mind. Out in the cold, a drawn-out punishment. Holding it in. Paper 

or plastic? Empty stomach, sky, everything. I’m one eye open, a three-week cough. 

Wilted, overdone, brimstone disposable. Crunch, crunch. A higher, um, power. 

Underhanded, second-hand, no hands at all. I’m still at it, an artificial flower, holding on 

tight. An artificial heart.   

 

I’m a child of child’s mind. Soft and mushy, in equal servings. No thanks, I’m good, so to 

speak. Dumb, or dumber? Repent! I’m, um, trying. By the dryest of crusts. Without 

blemish, wall-to-wall. Something else. Anything, really. Light leaks in word alone. With 

leftovers, sneezing eternal. I’m an ancestral kleenex, leaves blown. For real, a completely 

forgotten corner. 

 

I’m a child of child’s mind. A small puddle, lukewarm. E for effort, garbage full. God is, 

um, a girl. Who is? Blandest cracker, softest tongue. You don’t believe in what? 

Compost, life, life everlasting. Seems ok though, purple nails poking through. By faith 

alone. So why even bother? No blow too low. I’m just dirt, ten thousand broken twigs. A 

lack of belief in belief itself. 

 


